How do AMS Graduate Student Chapters support the mathematical community and beyond?

University of Mississippi
Graduate Student Seminars:
This chapter has continued connecting members despite all the challenges posed by the pandemic. Their Graduate Student Seminars were hosted via Zoom, providing an opportunity for students to practice presenting their research in a friendly environment.
Wesleyan University

Teaching Panels:

Wesleyan’s teaching panels are open to all graduate students and focus on topics such as expectations for a semester or how to overcome specific worries. They include a Q&A, where strategies and supportive teaching materials are discussed. The panels increase pedagogical discussion and help empower students to be the best teachers and mentors they can be.

University of British Columbia

Math Tricks or Treats:

This chapter kept its members connected socially and mathematically through a fun Spooky Trick or Treat Challenge using ZOOM and EduPad, with witty, challenging mathematics problems and corresponding Halloween treats.

The Chapter Program makes meaningful contributions to the professional development of graduate students in the mathematical sciences and connects graduate students with AMS offerings.

www.ams.org/studentchapters